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Abstract

This paper describes a mode detection system for on-
line pen input that employs a Bayesian network to com-
bine classification results and context information. Previ-
ous monolithic classifiers were not able to provide sufficient
performance to be used in the domain of crisis manage-
ment, where robust interaction is extremely important. To
enhance mode detection for the intended target domain of
crisis management, domain specific pen gesture data was
used to train the four different classifiers and to calculate
the conditional probabilities used in the Bayesian network.
Mode detection, which is used to distinguish between differ-
ent types of pen input such as deictic gestures, handwritten
text, and iconic objects, clearly profited from this new ap-
proach. The error rate dropped from 9.3% for a monolithic
system to 4.0% for the new mode detection system.

1. Introduction

Interactive maps are especially suited for conveying spa-
tial information between human and computer. Using a dig-
ital pen on an electronic tablet, one can mark or add objects
on a map or on visualized photographic content. Computer
systems that provide for this type of interaction with the
user, need to be able to recognize the pen gestures that are
produced. Unfortunately, when users are unconstrained in
the types of gestures that they can use, recognition becomes
problematic. In a recognition system that needs to recognize
not only different gestures, but also the type (or mode) of the
pen gestures, mode detection [3, 7] is employed before spe-
cific classifiers are used for actual recognition [12]. Mode
detection should for instance be able to determine whether
a user is producing deictic gestures (e.g. to mark an object
on a map or to specify a route), handwritten text, or iconic
object drawings (people, cars, etc.).

The domain in which our pen gesture recognition sys-
tem will be employed is crisis management. In earlier work
[13], we concluded that two thirds of the pen gestures used

in crisis management situations are deictic gestures. When
a deictic gesture is detected by the mode detection system,
it is not required to recognise the exact pen gesture (for in-
stance an encirclement) but the context related to the pen
gesture (the object that is encircled). Based on these ob-
servations, it is apparent that mode detection is of prime
importance for successful pen interaction in the crisis man-
agement domain.

Previous work on mode detection includes research by
Jain [7] and Bishop [3] who distinguished between hand-
written text and lines, and handwritten text and drawings,
respectively. Using geometrical features with kNN and
MLP classifiers we were able to obtain a performance of
98.7% for mode detection between handwritten text, ar-
rows, lines, and geometric objects [11]. Using a hierarchi-
cal mode detection system and expanding the recognized
classes to include four geometric shapes, an overall per-
formance of 95.6% was reached [12]. The problem with
these mode detection systems was that they were trained
and tested using data that was not obtained from the crisis
management domain. The human factors experiment [13]
provided us with data specific to our target domain.

The mode detection systems we presented in [12] was
tested with the new domain specific data set that resulted
from the human factors experiment. As expected the per-
formance was not good. The mode detection performance
dropped from 95.6% (using the original data set) to 84.8%.
The reason for this decline in performance was twofold:
(i) some of the modes (for instance geometric objects) that
could be recognized by the previous systems were not rel-
evant for the newly acquired data and (ii) many pen ges-
tures are ambiguous in that they can be assigned to different
modes (see Figure 1). Using a monolithic classifier using
the same geometric features, we were able to reach a per-
formance of 90.7% for the recognition of deictic gestures,
handwritten text, and objects [13].

In the domain of crisis management, where lives may
depend on correct and efficient communications, an error
rate of 9.3% is not acceptable. To increase the performance
we decided to combine the results of the different classifiers



and information from map, photographic, and task context.
The fact that a combination of classifiers often achieves bet-
ter classification results than any of the individual classifiers
by themselves has been well established [9]. One approach
that can be used to combine different information sources is
the use of Bayesian belief networks (BBNs) [2, 8]. BBNs
have been successfully implemented for pattern recognition
tasks [5, 6], and because of their probabilistic nature, BBNs
lend themselves very well for Decision Support Systems
[10]. We will use Bayesian networks to combine different
classifiers and context information.
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Figure 1. Two examples where context infor-
mation can be of use in gesture recognition.
(a) An arrow used to specify a route. (b) An
arrow used to mark a location. The arrow in
(a) follows the street pattern, the arrow in (b)
does not.

Context information has been used in sketch recognition
before [1, 14]. Our goal is to use context information to
enable correct recognition of ambiguous gestures. If the
gesture is an encirclement, the pen gesture will probably
encircle an object on a map or photograph. If that object
is known from context information, mode detection may be
enhanced by using that information.

In this paper we describe our new mode detection system
that employs a Bayesian network to combine information
from different classifiers and from context. Furthermore,
we will present the evaluation of this mode detection sys-
tem, including the results.

2. Context information

2.1. Spatial context

Geographical information systems (GIS) can provide
spatial information on a multitude of object types such as
houses, public buildings, industrial objects, and infrastruc-
ture. This information can be used to identify relations

between generated pen gestures and objects on a map. In
real-time photograph or video annotation, spatial context is
much more difficult to extract, since that information can
only be obtained from visual recognition systems and is not
as readily available as geographical information.
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Figure 2. The proportion of route and other
gestures evaluated as ’on street’ for differ-
ent values of the threshold θstreet (see text
below). Ideally, a large proportion of deictic
routes and a small proportion of other ges-
tures should be evaluated as ’on street’.

Object context is determined in two ways: (i) compar-
ing the centroid of the pen gesture with map or photograph
objects, and (ii) by calculating the proportion of an object
that is encircled by the convex hull of the pen gesture. If
the centroid is located within an object or if the proportion
of encirclement is higher than the threshold θenc, then the
gesture is evaluated as ’on object’.

Street context is determined by calculating the propor-
tion of samples (the points on screen that make up the pen
trajectory) that are situated within a street object. If this pro-
portion is higher than a predetermined threshold (θstreet),
the pen gesture is evaluated as ’on street’. In Figure 2, the
relation between the threshold and street context is depicted.
We expect that most routing gestures will be evaluated as
’on street’. Unfortunately other gestures (cars or victims)
may also be drawn on street objects, and routing gestures
may be (partly) drawn outside street objects [13].

As you can see in Figure 2, there is a big difference be-
tween deictic routing gestures and other types of gestures.
Routes can be easily distinguished with street context infor-
mation, but many objects and non-routing deictic gestures
will be confused with routing gestures.

2.2. Task context

Other important context information is task related. In
[13], we have found that for map and photograph annotation



tasks, different distributions between pen gesture modes
were found. This difference is even more pronounced when
considering the type of task a participant had to perform.
Examples of task types are marking tasks, where a user has
to mark an existing object on a map or photograph, and rout-
ing tasks where the user has to specify a route.

The data we will use to evaluate our new mode detec-
tion system was taken from the experiment we conducted
in 2005 [13]. In this data set, the task-type is predetermined
for each task the participants had to perform. In real-life
situations, the task-type is not readily available, and should
be determined from the context of the dialog the user has
with the dialog action manager, which is the part of the
computer-human interaction system that is responsible for
steering the interaction with the human user [4].

3. A Bayesian network for combining multiple
information resources

Bayesian belief networks (BBNs) are directed acyclic
graphs containing nodes and directed arcs between those
nodes [2, 8]. Each node represents a variable (for instance
the mode of a pen gesture) that can have different states (for
instance: deictic, handwriting, or object). The BBN uses
prior and conditional probabilities to calculate the probabil-
ity of a state given the available evidence, using Bayesian
statistics. The different prior and conditional probabilities
are gathered in a probability table for each node.

Four different types of node are used in the BBN of our
mode detection system (see Figure 3):

1. Task context nodes (task type and background) are
used to provide task context information to the BBN.
Context may be predefined (as in an experimental
setup) or available from dialog context. Background
context specifies whether the user is drawing on a map
or photograph. The probability tables are calculated
from statistical analysis of domain specific data [13].

2. The four mode nodes provide the mode detection sys-
tem with its results. The result for each mode is spec-
ified by the state of the node with the highest proba-
bility. The mode nodes represent the pen trajectory.
Because the pen trajectory depends on the intent of the
user, and therefore, on the task, mode nodes depend
on the task context nodes. As with the task context
nodes, the probability tables are calculated from statis-
tical analysis of the data.

3. Spatial context nodes are used to add evidence from
spatial context. If, for instance, the proportion of sam-
ples in a pen trajectory drawn on a street is higher
than the threshold, the state ’on street’ is entered as
evidence. Because the evaluation of spatial context
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Figure 3. The Bayesian belief network (BBN)
used to combine context information with
classification results from different classi-
fiers. The four MODE nodes provide us with
the desired output.

uses the pen trajectory as input and can therefore be
said to be caused by the pen trajectory, spatial context
nodes depend on mode nodes. The probability tables
for the two association nodes are determined by eval-
uating spatial context for each gesture in the data set
used during development (see Section 4.1).

4. Classifier nodes are used to enter evidence depending
on the results of the classifiers. If the Text/Drawing
classifier returns ’Text’ as result, the state representing
text in the classifier node will be entered as evidence.
Like spatial context nodes, classifier nodes depend on
mode nodes, because classification results can be said
to be caused by the pen trajectory. The probability ta-
ble for each classifier node is determined by testing the
classifier on the data set and is equal to the confusion
matrix of the classifier. The four classifiers use kNN
(with k=3, determined by trial an error), using all geo-
metric features presented in [11, 12].

For evaluation of the new mode detection system two
BBNs were created. This enabled us to distinguish the con-
tribution of (i) the BBN and (ii) the context information.
The first BBN was created without context nodes and the
second with context nodes. Apart from the existence of
these context nodes, both networks were the same.



4. Experiments and results

4.1. Data

Before evaluating the mode detection system, the proba-
bility values in the probability tables for each of the nodes
in the BBN needed to be determined, and the classifiers
needed to be trained. For these tasks and final evaluation,
three different data sets were randomly taken from the full
data set which resulted from the 2005 experimen [13], a de-
velopment set, a testing set, and an evaluation set.

We determined the thresholds θstreet and θenc, used in
context evaluation, by analysing the correspondence of pen
gestures and map context in both the development and test
sets. The probability tables for the non-classifier nodes used
in the BNN were calculated using the data in the develop-
ment and testing sets. The classifiers were trained with the
development set and tested with the testing set. The result-
ing confusion matrices are equal to the probability tables
for the classifier nodes. The evaluation set was only used
for the final evaluation phase. The evaluation set was the
largest and contained 1325 gestures with 871 (65.7%) de-
ictic gestures, 290 (21.9%) handwritten text gestures, and
164 (12.4%) object gestures. The test set contained 1050
gestures, and the development set 265 gestures.

4.2. Results

Two mode detection systems with BBNs were tested, the
first without, and the second with context nodes. First, we
discuss the results of mode detection without context nodes.

Previously, mode detection for distinguishing between
deictic gestures, handwritten text, and objects with the orig-
inal mode detection system reached a performance of only
90.7% [13]. Using the new mode detection system without
context nodes, the performance was enhanced to 96.0%.

When considering the confusion table (Table 1), one can
see that deictic gestures and handwritten text are recognized
quite well (99.0% and 97.2% respectively), but that mode
detection on object gestures are problematic (only 78.0%
recognition). Nevertheless, this is a big improvement over
the 57.6% recognition rate that was reached with the origi-
nal mode detection systems [13].

The accuracy of mode detection between marking ges-
tures and routing gestures increased to 96.8%. The recog-
nition of marking gestures decreased somewhat, but the
recognition of routes increased to 64.8% (see Table 1).

The second BBN that was tested was the network with
context nodes. Surprisingly, the mode detection system per-
formance with context information was lower than without
context information. 95.5% was recognized correctly.

As we can see in the confusion table between deictic ges-
tures, text, and objects (Table 2), the confusion of deictic

gestures to the other two modes stayed the same. The recog-
nition rate of handwritten text increased because less text
was confused with deictic gestures. The recognition per-
formance of objects on the other hand decreased by 5.5%
to 72.5%. Analysis of the object gestures that were not
recognized correctly, shows that object gestures like rect-
angles and free-form objects were more often recognized
as deictic gestures in the mode detection system with con-
text nodes. Some of these gestures that were recognized
correctly when not using context, were now misclassified
because they were drawn on the street pattern (cars or vic-
tims), and other gestures were found to encircle a map ob-
ject (house icons on the location of an address on a map).

Table 1. The confusion matrices for the mode
detection system without context nodes. The
test class is presented horizontally and the
recognized class vertically.

Type Deictic Text Object N
Deictic 99.0% 0.3% 0.7% 871

Text 2.4% 97.2% 0.3% 290
Object 15.9% 6.1 % 78.0% 164

Correct 96.0%

Type Marking Routing Other N
Marking 98.9% 0.2% 0.9% 817
Routing 31.5% 64.8% 3.7% 54
Correct 96.8%

Table 2. The confusion matrices for the mode
detection system with context nodes. The
test class is presented horizontally and the
recognized class vertically.

Type Deictic Text Object N
Deictic 99.0% 0.3% 0.7% 871

Text 1.7% 97.9% 0.3% 290
Object 21.3% 6.3 % 72.5% 164

Correct 95.5%

Type Marking Routing Other N
Marking 97.9% 1.5% 0.6% 817
Routing 22.2% 70.4% 7.4% 54
Correct 96.2%

Apparently, spatial context information enhances recog-
nition when the pen gesture is related to spatial context, but
the recognition rate decreases for gestures that are not re-
lated to context. This can also be seen in the recognition



of marking gestures and routing gestures (Table 2). Street
context enhances the recognition of routing gestures, while
lowering the recognition rate of marking gestures.

5. Discussion

A new mode detection system was presented in this pa-
per that employs a Bayesian network combining the re-
sults of multiple classifiers and different types of context.
Bayesian networks have clearly proven their worth by more
than halving the error rate on the data set acquired from the
target domain of crisis management. With this mode detec-
tion system we were able to obtain a performance of 96.0%.

The use of context information did not enhance the mode
detection system as we had expected. While pen gestures
that are related to context have indeed been recognized with
higher accuracy, the confusion within the pen gestures that
are not related to context has resulted in a worse perfor-
mance then when using the same system without context in-
formation. Nevertheless, after analyzing the misclassifica-
tions that are due to context information, we are convinced
that context information may enhance mode detection when
context detection is improved. This may be achieved, for in-
stance, by using an extra classifier that is used to distinguish
long pen gestures that are parallel to the streets on the map
(routing gestures) from small compact objects drawn on a
street (such as cars). When that classifier is combined with
context detection for streets, we expect that street context
may indeed enhance mode detection.

Because of the prevalence of deictic gestures over hand-
written text and object gestures, mode detection is very im-
portant for the interpretation of pen gestures in interactive
maps. Future development will use the current mode detec-
tion system to create a fully featured pen interaction system
that can be used in crisis management situations. This pen
interaction system will employ an improved context detec-
tion algorithm to recognize the objects that are related to
the produced gestures. It will also use existing handwriting
recognizers to facilitate the recognition of handwriting.

Our results indicate that the recognition of iconic objects
is still problematic. We are currently pursuing two direc-
tions to improve accuracy. First, we propose to enhance
object recognition by improving the feature set and using
other classification methods in conjunction with the present
classifiers. The Bayesian networks discussed in this paper
provide a suitable framework for adding such new technolo-
gies. Second, we are considering a suitable constrained vo-
cabulary of iconic object gestures, adapted to the prefer-
ences of the users and optimized on distinctiveness between
the gestures. The choice for iconic object shapes is explored
in cooperation with our project partners, who are experts in
the domain of crisis management.
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